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1. Introduction

The relationship between trend inflation and macroeconomic volatil-
ity is examined below in a standard New Keynesian sticky-price
model.1 Positive rates of trend inflation raise the importance
of expected future marginal costs for current price setters in a
staggered-price-setting model. The greater importance of expecta-
tions makes it more difficult for the monetary authority to ensure
stability through simple policy rules. For example, much recent
research has emphasized that monetary policymakers should raise
real interest rates in response to an increase in inflation. In the con-
text of a simple rule relating nominal interest rates to inflation (e.g.,
Taylor 1993), this requires that the coefficient on inflation exceed
unity, a condition referred to as the Taylor principle. It is demon-
strated below that the Taylor principle can be violated at fairly
moderate rates of trend inflation. Equilibrium indeterminacy, and
hence the possibility of sunspot fluctuations and increased macro-
economic instability, occurs for an increasingly large proportion of
the range of policy settings when trend inflation rises to moderate
levels (e.g., from 0 to 4 percent per year).2

This result may have implications for monetary policy practices
and the interpretation of past events. With regard to practices, the
results suggest that a focus on trend inflation in discussing pol-
icy rules is central, in that inflation stability requires that policy-
makers commit to low inflation and respond vigorously to inflation
fluctuations around that trend level. With respect to past experi-
ence, Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000) have suggested that insuffi-
cient responsiveness of nominal interest rates to expected inflation
in the 1970s—i.e., violations of the Taylor principle that allowed

1Most recent work on sticky-price models abstracts from positive trend infla-
tion rates (e.g., Woodford 2003). Two exceptions are Bakhshi et al. (2002) and
Ascari (2004). These authors illustrate how the equilibrium in a Calvo staggered-
price-setting model (Calvo 1983) may not exist for high values of trend inflation,
because the infinite sum on which the currently chosen nominal price is based
may not converge for high rates of inflation.

2It should be emphasized that throughout this analysis the equilibria are
always locally determinate and stable, or locally indeterminate. The term “insta-
bility” herein will often refer to indeterminacy and hence the possibility that
sunspot shocks increase macroeconomic volatility. This is the same notion as in
Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000).
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real interest rates to fall with an increase in expected inflation—
contributed to macroeconomic volatility. During that period, infla-
tion in many countries was at least moderate. The results herein
suggest that the level of inflation may have contributed to volatility,
because moderate-to-high inflation is more difficult to stabilize (in
two senses formalized below) when prices are rigid. This conclusion
is also consistent with a substantial body of evidence showing a very
strong correlation between the level and variance of inflation across
countries and time (e.g., Kiley 2000)—if policymakers in that sam-
ple could be interpreted as following Taylor-type rules, as suggested
in earlier work for Germany, Japan, and the United States (e.g.,
Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler 1998, 2000).

The analysis herein will focus exclusively on the possible effects
of trend inflation on economic volatility, and does not consider any
other costs or benefits associated with moderate inflation. However,
the finding of potentially pernicious effects of moderate-to-high infla-
tion on economic volatility adds further weight to research suggest-
ing that low inflation is desirable due to steady-state distortions
to relative prices, interactions between trend inflation and nominal
tax systems, and the classical costs associated with the area under
the money-demand curve stemming from positive nominal interest
rates.3

The next section briefly discusses the association between the
level and variance of inflation. Section 3 presents a simple model
illustrating the effect of trend inflation on price-setting behavior in
a New Keynesian staggered-price-setting model. The model’s impli-
cations for macroeconomic volatility are examined in section 4. The
final section discusses necessary further work.

2. Inflation and Its Variance

There is a long history documenting a positive relationship between
the level and variance of inflation. Okun (1971) and Taylor (1981) are
classic examples. Both authors demonstrate through international

3The effects of trend inflation on various aspects of economic performance
in New Keynesian models like that considered herein has attracted increased
interest recently (e.g., Ascari 2004, Ascari and Ropele 2004, Blake and Fernandez-
Corugedo 2006, and Cogley and Sbordone 2006).
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Table 1. Basic Statistics for Consumer Price Inflation
in the G-7

1974–1985 1986–2000

Average Std. Deviation Average Std. Deviation

Canada 8.5 2.3 2.7 1.4

France 10.7 2.5 2.3 1.1

Germany 4.3 1.7 1.9 1.3

Italy 16.0 3.6 4.9 1.7

Japan 6.7 5.5 0.7 1.2

United Kingdom 12.1 5.7 3.9 2.1

United States 6.9 2.5 2.8 1.1

Note: Inflation is measured as the percent change in the annual average of the
personal consumption deflator.

cross-sectional comparisons that high inflation is volatile inflation.
Kiley (2000) recently reports a similar correlation across forty-three
countries.

For our purposes, it is important to emphasize that this finding
is not driven by inclusion of very high inflation economies; rather,
it is true of the G-7 economies over the past thirty years, as well as
during the moderate inflation conditions of the last fifteen years.4

For example, table 1 presents average inflation rates, as measured
by the annual percent change in the personal consumption deflator
from the national accounts, and the standard deviation of inflation
for the seven economies that make up the G-7 over two periods,
1974–85 and 1986–2000. The break between time periods was cho-
sen to roughly correspond to the period after disinflation from the
higher levels of the 1970s was completed in most countries and the
period of increased macroeconomic stability identified in McConnell
and Perez-Quiros (2000) and OECD (2002).

4We focus on low-to-high inflation, where high is defined as 10 percent per
year. The positive association between very high inflation and its variance will not
be considered, as very high rates of inflation make a New Keynesian sticky-price
model implausible.
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Figure 1. Scatter Plot of the Volatility of Inflation against
Its Level in the G-7

In every country, the period of low inflation was also a period of
more-stable inflation. This relationship is also apparent across coun-
tries: figure 1 presents the scatter plot of the fourteen country/time-
period pairs for average inflation and its standard deviation. The
simple correlation between the level and standard deviation of infla-
tion is 0.7 in the fourteen country/time-period observations. This
correlation is not driven by the high-inflation period—it remains 0.7
in the seven country-level observations over 1986–2000.

Finally, it is important to emphasize that the positive association
between the level and variance of inflation is distinct from the posi-
tive association between inflation and the dispersion of relative prices
at a point in time—which is also quite strong, as documented in, for
example, Fischer (1981) and Stockton (1988). These earlier stud-
ies have demonstrated that relative price dispersion and the level
of inflation are positively correlated largely because relative price
shocks—particularly to food and energy—increase price dispersion
and inflation in the short run. This literature has also found some
positive effect of trend inflation on relative price dispersion; in other
words, the causality runs in both directions, albeit more strongly
from relative price shocks to dispersion and inflation than vice versa.

In contrast, the positive association between the level of infla-
tion and its variance is not dominated by relative price shocks. Two
factors suggest this interpretation: (i) the cross-country experience
partially controls for energy price shocks (e.g., common global
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movements in oil prices and Okun’s [1971] findings, which predate
the 1970s’ supply shocks), and (ii) the correlation between the level
and variance is strong between 1986 and 2000, a period of greater
stability in oil prices. Two hypotheses were offered in the earlier
literature for the relationship between the level of inflation and its
variance. Milton Friedman’s Nobel lecture (1977) suggests that high
inflation causes inefficient, and hence more variable, macroeconomic
policies—perhaps reflecting a diminution of political consensus;
much of Friedman’s conjecture concerns inflation at the high end of
the range we consider, and does not address the correlation between
the rate of inflation and its variance at the moderate levels empha-
sized herein. Taylor (1981) suggests that accommodative monetary
policies may lead to high inflation and greater variability in response
to supply shocks. Our analysis will echo Taylor in emphasizing pol-
icy. But it will differ in demonstrating that moderate-to-high levels
of inflation will potentially increase macroeconomic instability even
when policymakers are not accommodative, because moderate-to-
high inflation may both amplify the effects of intrinsic shocks and
open up the possibility of self-fulfilling inflation fluctuations.

3. A Model

The model is a standard New Keynesian description of the macro-
economy, similar to the baseline case in Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler
(1999). The aggregate-demand side of the model—the IS curve and
the monetary-policy reaction function—is not affected by trend infla-
tion and hence its derivation from microeconomic behavior will not
be discussed.

Focusing first on aggregate supply, the economy consists of a
large number of (symmetric) monopolistically competitive firms pro-
ducing intermediate goods that are aggregated with a constant-
elasticity-of-substitution aggregation function to produce the final
consumption good. The demand function facing firm j in period t is
given by

Dj,t

(
Xj,t

Pt

)
=

(
Xj,t

Pt

)−θ

Yt, θ > 1,

where Xj,t is the price charged by the firm, Pt is the aggregate price
level (defined below), and Yt is aggregate demand. For simplicity,
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aggregate demand and consumption are used interchangeably, and
the effects of investment by firms or consumer durable purchases are
ignored (following, e.g., Woodford 2003).

Firms set nominal prices for two periods. We will fix this period
of price rigidity across all the levels of inflation considered below. It
is reasonable to suppose that the degree of price rigidity would vary
with trend inflation, as demonstrated empirically by Kiley (2000).
But the observed variation across countries and time has been for
large differences in trend inflation, and we will consider more-modest
variations in trend inflation. Future work may wish to reexamine
the role of endogenous selection of price rigidity at different levels of
trend inflation, along the lines pursued in Kiley (2000), for example.
However, previous research suggests that the results herein will not
be affected to a significant extent. Fischer (1981) notes that menu
cost models will imply that the degree of price stickiness will decrease
with the average inflation rate, but that this decrease will generally
be partial in the sense that relative price dispersion increases with
trend inflation; in the model below, the increase in relative price
dispersion with trend inflation is the important mechanism driving
our results. Recent research also suggests that, within calibrated
dynamic general equilibrium models, the degree of price rigidity is
not likely to be very sensitive to the average level of inflation for the
differences across the G-7 since the 1970s (e.g., Klenow and Kryvtsov
2003).

In our model, there are two classes of firms, each with mass
equal to one-half the total. The firms differ in that they alter-
nate the period in which they adjust their price; i.e., price
setting is staggered as in Taylor (1980). This sticky-price assump-
tion preserves tractability and avoids some of the problems
associated with the popular Calvo model.5 The firm’s profit

5A staggered-price-setting model with prices rigid for four periods, rather
than two periods, was also examined. The results were very similar. However, the
four-period model resulted in even more-complicated relationships between trend
inflation and the coefficients in the aggregate supply relations of the model; as a
result, the discussion focuses solely on the two-period model, where some intu-
ition and very limited analytical results are more easily obtained. On the Calvo
model, Kiley (2002a, 2002b) discusses a number of issues illustrating how this
model fails to provide a good approximation to staggered-price-setting models
with finite maximum lags.
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maximization problem involves choosing the nominal price Xt that
maximizes

Λt

[(
Xt

Pt

)1−θ

Yt − Γ

((
Xt

Pt

)−θ

Yt

)]

+ E

{
Λt+1

[(
Xt

Pt+1

)1−θ

Yt+1 − Γ

((
Xt

Pt+1

)−θ

Yt+1

)] ∣∣∣∣∣t
}

,

where E{.|t} is the expectations operator conditional on period t
information, Λt is the marginal utility of consumption for the firm’s
owners in period t (and hence the appropriate discount rate), and
Γ(.) is the firm’s cost function.

Manipulating the first-order condition yields an expression for
the optimal price

Xt

Pt
=

θ

θ − 1

ΛtMCt

(
Xt

Pt

)−θ

Yt + E

{
Λt+1MCt+1

(
Xt

Pt+1

)−θ

Yt+1|t
}

Λt

(
Xt

Pt

)−θ

Yt + E

{
Λt+1Π−1

t+1

(
Xt

Pt+1

)−θ

Yt+1|t
} ,

(1)

where Πt+1 is inflation (Pt+1/Pt). The real price equals a constant
markup over the weighted average of marginal cost (MC) during the
period for which the price is fixed, where the weights incorporate the
effects of discounting and trend inflation.

The aggregate price level Pt is given by the standard equation

Pt =
[
1
2
X1−θ

t +
1
2
X1−θ

t−1

] 1
1−θ

. (2)

In order to complete the specification of the firm’s problem, expres-
sions for marginal cost and the discount rate are necessary. Assum-
ing that households’ preferences are separable in consumption and
leisure, insurance markets are complete, and preferences are of
the constant-relative-risk-aversion (CRRA) form with risk aversion
equal to σ implies that the discount rate for period t + j (Λt+j) is
βj−tY −σ

t+j . If the disutility from labor supply takes the typical power
function form, household j’s decision regarding its hours supply
(Hj,t) is governed by the intratemporal optimality condition

Wj,t

Pt
= Hφ

j,tY
σ
t ,
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where Wj,t/Pt is the real wage and 1/φ is the labor-supply elastic-
ity. Note that our assumption regarding wages has assumed that
household j is attached to firm j (i.e., labor markets are sector
specific); this is done to introduce a degree of “real rigidity” into
the model, is equivalent to a yeoman-farmer specification (in its
reduced-form implications, e.g., Woodford 2003), and has no effect
on our qualitative results. Finally, the production function of firm j
is given by

Yj,t = Ha
j,t,

implying that total costs for firm j in period t are

Γ(Yj,t) =
Wj,t

Pt
Hj,t =

Wj,t

Pt
Y

1
a

j,t.

Substituting the demand curve in this expression, differentiating,
and then substituting the real wage equation above yields marginal
cost for a firm charging nominal price Xt in period k:

MCt+k =
1
a

(
Xt

Pt+k

)−ωθ

Y ω+σ
t+k , ω =

φ

a
+

1
a

− 1, k = 0, 1. (3)

The parameter ω represents the elasticity of marginal cost with
respect to the firm’s own output.

Inserting equation (3) into equation (1) along with the expres-
sion for the discount factor yields the solution for the optimal price
chosen by a firm in period t:

Xt

Pt
=

[
θ

θ − 1
1
a

Y 1+ω
t + E

{
βΠθ+ωθ

t+1 Y 1+ω
t+1 |t

}
Y 1−σ

t + E
{
βΠθ−1

t+1 Y 1−σ
t+1 |t

} ] 1
1+ωθ

. (4)

Log-linearizing equations (4) and (2) around the steady-state values
of relative prices, output, and inflation (Pt+1/Pt = Π) yields (with
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lowercase letters denoting log-deviations from steady-state levels)

xt − pt = d1yt + E{d2yt+1 + d3πt+1|t},

d1 =
1

1 + ωθ

[
1 + ω

1 + βΠθ+ωθ
− 1 − σ

1 + βΠθ−1

]
,

d2 =
1

1 + ωθ

[
(1 + ω)βΠθ+ωθ

1 + βΠθ+ωθ
− (1 − σ)βΠθ−1

1 + βΠθ−1

]
,

d3 =
1

1 + ωθ

[
(θ + ωθ)βΠθ+ωθ

1 + βΠθ+ωθ
− (θ − 1)βΠθ−1

1 + βΠθ−1

]
.

πt = Π1−θ[xt − pt] + xt−1 − pt−1. (5)

These expressions look cumbersome but should be familiar for the
case where trend inflation equals 0 (Π = 1) and there is no discount-
ing (β = 1); in that case, these equations simplify to

xt − pt =
1
2

ω + σ

1 + ωθ
[yt + E{yt+1|t}] +

1
2
E{πt+1|t}

πt = xt − pt + xt−1 − pt−1,

which are equivalent to the staggered-price-setting specification in
Taylor (1980), Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000), and Kiley
(2002a, 2002b). However, in the present case, trend inflation raises
the importance of future output and inflation in decisions regarding
the current price (i.e., d2 and d3 are increasing in trend inflation,
as noted by Ascari 2000). This occurs because firms realize that
demand for their product will be higher in the future, after infla-
tion has eroded the real value of their nominal prices; hence, firms
place a larger weight on future developments in setting current prices
when inflation is higher. Note that these responses are related to the
increase in relative price dispersion that accompanies higher inflation
in the staggered-price-setting model, consistent with earlier empiri-
cal work and the emphasis in recent research (e.g., Woodford 2003)
on the importance of this channel in staggered-price-setting models
for aggregate welfare.

For the analysis of equilibrium determinacy, the set of stochastic
disturbances affecting the economy can be ignored. But the analysis
of volatility will require some set of exogenous disturbances. Both for
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simplicity and in line with earlier work (Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler
1999), a cost-push shock is appended to the log-linearized equation
for relative prices, yielding

xt − pt = d1yt + E{d2yt+1 + d3πt+1|t} + ut, (6)

where u is an i.i.d. disturbance term.
The remainder of the model follows the New Keynesian litera-

ture. The IS equation links the deviation of current output from its
steady-state or potential value (y) to the real-interest-rate deviation
(the nominal rate i minus future inflation) and future output:

yt = E{yt+1|t} − 1
σ

[it − E{πt+1|t}]. (7)

Microfoundations for this equation can be found in the consumption
Euler equation (equation (7) is a log-linearized version of such an
equation). As noted above, output replaces consumption for simplic-
ity (reflecting its dominance in aggregate demand). A more thorough
discussion can be found in Woodford (2003).

The aggregate-demand side of the model is closed with a spec-
ification of monetary policy, which follows a forward-looking (with
respect to inflation) Taylor rule:

i(t) = γπE{πt+1|t} + γyyt. (8)

This specification is relatively standard. A substantial body of ear-
lier work (e.g., Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler 2000; Bullard and Mitra
2002; and Woodford 2003) has demonstrated that equilibrium deter-
minacy, and hence macroeconomic stability, can be achieved in this
framework if the real interest rate increases with inflation (γπ > 1).
This property has been labeled the Taylor principle, following the
influential work of Taylor (1993, 1999).6 Two considerations drive
our emphasis on forward-looking behavior. First, Clarida, Gaĺı, and

6The condition for a determinate equilibrium depends on the response coeffi-
cients involving both inflation and output. Bullard and Mitra (2002) describe the
Taylor principle in terms of the set of values for both response coefficients. The
discussion herein focuses on the less formal notion emphasized by John Taylor in
his contributions—i.e., that real interest rates should rise with inflation. We will
return to the formal conditions ensuring determinacy in the next section.
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Gertler (1998, 2000) and Orphanides (2002) both argue that mone-
tary policy behavior in Germany, Japan, and the United States has
been well described by this type of behavior. In addition, central
banks that have adopted inflation targeting have placed increased
focus on inflation expectations and have characterized their behavior
in this regard as consistent with an equation like (8) (for exam-
ple, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand models its own policy in
this way [see page 39 of Black et al. 1997]; also see the summary
of twenty countries’ experience with inflation targeting in Schmidt-
Hebbel and Tapias 2002). Of course, decisions in actual practice
invariably include factors not included in the model. Section 4 will
discuss the sensitivity of the results to alternative specifications of
the monetary policy rule.

The model can be compactly expressed as a second-order expec-
tational difference equation:

AE{zt+1|t} + Bzt + Czt−1 = Dut, (9)

where zt is a 4 × 1 vector containing the relative price set at t,
inflation, output, and the nominal interest rate. A, B, C, and D are
matrices containing structural coefficients. Equation (9) has a unique
rational-expectations solution in which fluctuations are driven solely
by the cost-push shock (u) when the number of roots of the matrix
polynomial on the left-hand side that lie inside the unit circle equals
the number of predetermined endogenous variables (one in this case,
reflecting the lagged relative price in the inflation equation). When
more than one of these roots lie inside the unit circle, rational-
expectations solutions in which sunspots—nonfundamental shocks—
can drive fluctuations are also possible; this multiplicity is termed
indeterminacy herein.7 Such indeterminacy is undesirable, as non-
fundamental shocks could increase the variability of the economy—a
notion pursued, for example, in Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000).

7Farmer (1993) provides a good introduction to indeterminacy and the possi-
bility of sunspot equilibria in rational-expectations models of the sort discussed
in this research.
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4. Results on Equilibrium Determinacy and Volatility

4.1 Indeterminacy

We focus first on determinacy of equilibrium and return later to
volatility under policy settings consistent with a unique equilibrium.
Our results are derived from an extensive set of numerical exercises,
in which the model is solved using the AIM algorithm originally
developed by Anderson and Moore (for a recent presentation, see
Anderson 2000).8 We first assign a baseline set of parameter values
to the model. Since the sticky-price model assumes that nominal
prices are fixed for two periods, a period is assumed to correspond
to one-half year. Table 2 presents values for most of the parame-
ters. The discount factor (β) is set at 0.96 per year, implying a real
interest rate of approximately 4 percent. The coefficient of relative
risk aversion (σ) is set at 1/4; while this value is quite low, Wood-
ford (2003) justifies a low value by noting that the inverse of this
parameter governs the interest sensitivity of aggregate demand and
that this sensitivity is substantially higher than the intertemporal
elasticity of substitution of consumption once investment in business
capital and consumer durables—both absent from the model—are
considered. The elasticity of output with respect to labor input (a) is
set at 2/3, approximately the value in U.S. data. The baseline setting
for the markup of prices over marginal cost (1/(θ − 1)) is 10 per-
cent (Woodford 2003 typically uses a similar value, and other values
of this parameter are discussed below). The labor-supply elasticity
(1/φ) equals 1 in the baseline calibration. This value for the labor-
supply elasticity lies above traditional estimates (MaCurdy 1981,
Altonji 1986, and Abowd and Card 1989) but below the common
assumption in dynamic general equilibrium models that labor supply

8We have introduced a very simple model, and one might imagine that analyt-
ical results could be obtained. For example, it is straightforward to collapse the
system of equations reported as equation (9) to a system that can be expressed
as AE{zt+1|t} = zt + But, where z is a 2 × 1 vector containing relative prices
(x − p) and output (y). In this case, determinacy depends solely upon the eigen-
values of A, and relatively simple conditions on the trace and determinant of
A can be checked to ensure determinacy. Unfortunately, the elements of A are
extremely complicated functions of the structural parameters in the case where
trend inflation is nonzero, making analytic results too difficult to obtain (at least
for this author).
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Table 2. Baseline Parameter Values

Parameter Description Value

β Discount Factor 0.96
σ Coefficient of Relative Risk Aversion 1/4

a Elasticity of Y with Respect to H 2/3

1/(θ − 1) Markup (at Zero Inflation) .10
1/φ Labor-Supply Elasticity 1

Note: The discount factor is expressed at an annual rate; as there are
two periods in a year, β equals

√
0.96.

is perfectly elastic (an assumption associated with indivisible labor
supply). This baseline value is near the recent estimates of Mulligan
(1998), and alternatives are considered below.

The remaining parameter values are the trend inflation rate (Π)
and the coefficients in the Taylor rule. Our experiments consider
the possibility of indeterminacy for different values of these parame-
ters. For each set of parameters, the indeterminacy of equilibrium is
examined numerically, and the results for a range of inflation rates
and policy settings are summarized in figure 2. The three panels of
figure 2 correspond to trend inflation rates of 0 percent, 4 percent,
and 8 percent, respectively. (The value for inflation refers to the
steady-state percent change in the price level at an annual rate.)
Each panel presents whether indeterminacy arises for coefficients in
the Taylor rule ranging from 0 to 5 for both output and the one-
period-ahead inflation forecast; indeterminacy is indicated by the
dark-shaded region.

The results for a trend inflation rate of 0, shown in panel A, are
closely related to the findings in the previous literature. In particu-
lar, indeterminacy, and hence the possibility of sunspot fluctuations,
arises with trend inflation equal to 0 when nominal interest rates
are insufficiently responsive to expected inflation. It is possible to
derive an analytical characterization of the region in which a deter-
minate equilibrium exists for the case of trend inflation equal to
0 by following the steps in Bullard and Mitra (2002) or Woodford
(2003). A determinate equilibrium occurs when the coefficients in the
nominal-interest-rate rule (assuming both coefficients are positive)
satisfy the inequality γπ + 1

2
1−β
1+β

1+ωθ
ω+σ γy > 1.
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Figure 2. Equilibrium Determinacy for Different Trend
Inflation Rates (Π)
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This condition implies the loose version of the Taylor princi-
ple emphasized earlier—that nominal interest rates must respond to
expected inflation with a coefficient exceeding unity—in the absence
of discounting or when the coefficient on output in the rule equals 0.
The restrictions on coefficients are very similar to those that arise
in the Calvo pricing model.9

Panels B and C illustrate how this condition changes with trend
inflation. For trend inflation of 4 percent, indeterminacy is possible
for a much wider range of the parameter space: to ensure determi-
nacy, the output response (γy) must be slightly positive (but not too
large) and the inflation response (γπ) must be greater than 1 (and
by a significant amount for larger values of the output response).
When trend inflation is 8 percent, no set of responses considered in
the rule yields determinacy.

A comparison of the various panels of figure 2 also reveals that
determinacy depends on both coefficients in the nominal-interest-
rate rule in a complicated manner. For zero trend inflation (panel A),
determinacy is ensured if the nominal interest rate is sufficiently
responsive to expected inflation, and the degree of responsiveness
required is slightly decreasing in the responsiveness of policy to the
output gap. (This is consistent with the analytic expression pre-
sented earlier and is only a slightly different region than under the
Calvo pricing model.) For positive trend inflation, the determinacy
region shrinks from both sides (panel B), so that nominal interest
rates can be neither too unresponsive nor too responsive to expected
inflation for a given coefficient on the output gap.

4.2 Sensitivity to Important Structural Parameters

Unfortunately, the structural coefficients in the system represented
by equation (9) are much more complex in the case of positive trend
inflation, and analytic results could not be found. As mentioned
earlier, higher trend inflation increases the role of expectations in
the dynamic system. This appears to be the source that raises the

9As shown elsewhere (e.g., Woodford 2003), the coefficients in the interest
rate rule with expected inflation as in equation (8) must satisfy another restric-
tion to ensure determinacy (and this additional condition involves the response
coefficients not being “too large”). This type of additional restriction does not
arise in the staggered-price-setting model examined herein.
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possibility of sunspot fluctuations. Other parameters influence how
trend inflation impacts the coefficients on expectations and hence
are important as well. (As noted above, other parameters are basi-
cally not important for determinacy when trend inflation is 0, as
determinacy is ensured so long as γπ + 1

2
1−β
1+β

1+ωθ
ω+σ γy > 1, which is

always satisfied for γπ greater than 1 and γy greater than 0.)
Two important parameters are the labor-supply elasticity and

the elasticity of demand for a firm’s product. Firms know that
demand will be higher when inflation erodes their real price—i.e.,
in the future. The strength of this effect is driven by the demand
elasticity; and low labor-supply elasticities imply that marginal cost
is more sensitive to high demand, which implies that future profits
are eroded to a greater extent by price rigidity with high inflation
and lower labor-supply elasticities. Therefore, the demand elasticity
and labor-supply elasticity play important roles in determining the
importance of inflation for forward-looking behavior.

Figure 3 presents the indeterminacy regions for different values
of the labor-supply elasticity, holding all other parameters at their
baseline values and fixing trend inflation at 4 percent (Π = 1.04).
Panel A reproduces the baseline results. Panel B shows that a low
labor-supply elasticity (1/4, similar to estimates cited above) makes
indeterminacy likely, while a high labor-supply elasticity (infinity,
panel C) makes indeterminacy less of a problem for policymak-
ers. Again, higher weight on expectations (in this case, through a
lower labor-supply elasticity) makes indeterminacy a larger potential
problem.

Figure 4 presents the results on indeterminacy for the baseline
demand elasticity and a lower elasticity (consistent with a markup
of 20 percent), again with trend inflation of 4 percent. A lower elas-
ticity (higher markup) lowers the importance of future demand in
price setting, and this shrinks the region of policy settings over which
indeterminacy is a concern.

In summary, sunspot fluctuations are a possible concern when
trend inflation is moderate, at least under the type of forward-
looking Taylor rule that has been discussed as a reasonable charac-
terization of behavior for some central banks. Even values of trend
inflation of 4 percent per year substantially shrink the range of policy
settings that deliver equilibrium determinacy. At trend inflation of
8 percent, no policy settings within the forward-looking Taylor-rule
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Figure 3. Equilibrium Determinacy for Different
Labor-Supply Elasticities (1/φ)
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Figure 4. Equilibrium Determinacy for Different Demand
Elasticities (θ)

framework can ensure determinacy for the range of parameter values
considered. Alternative policy rules are discussed in subsection 4.4
below.

4.3 Volatility in the Determinate Region

The previous section demonstrated that the increasing importance of
forward-looking behavior with trend inflation in sticky-price models
raises the potential problem of indeterminacy, which could increase
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Figure 5. The Variance of Inflation from Cost-Push
Shocks at Different Values of Trend Inflation

macroeconomic volatility through the possibility of sunspot fluctu-
ations. Even within the parameter space consistent with a determi-
nate equilibrium, greater forward-looking behavior could contribute
to increased volatility in response to fundamental shocks.

The implications of trend inflation for the volatility of inflation
in our model are examined numerically using a markup of 20 per-
cent, an infinite labor-supply elasticity, and traditional values for the
coefficients in the Taylor rule (γπ = 1.5, γy = 0.5). Other param-
eters equal their values in table 2. (The high markup and high
labor-supply elasticity were chosen to allow a substantial range for
inflation within which the equilibrium is determinate; the qualitative
results do not depend on the specific values chosen for these parame-
ters.) Figure 5 presents the variances of inflation for different trend
inflation rates, normalized to equal 1 at a 0 percent inflation rate.
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The results show that inflation volatility rises with trend infla-
tion when the monetary policy settings are held fixed. (Note that
the variances are presented up to trend inflation somewhat below 10
percent, as equilibrium determinacy fails prior to that level of infla-
tion.) This suggests that moderate trend inflation may contribute to
macroeconomic instability both through its effect on the transmis-
sion of fundamental shocks and through the possibility of sunspot-
induced volatility. (As a side note, output volatility increases as well
in this case.)

Some intuition for the source of increased volatility can be seen
from the form of the relative price equation and inflation equations
(5). It is straightforward to show that the lags in equation system
(9) can be eliminated by substituting the inflation equations into
the relative price and nominal-interest-rate equations and recast-
ing the system solely in terms of output, relative prices, the nom-
inal interest, and the cost-push shock (e.g., a system like that in
footnote 8, with no lags). With i.i.d. disturbances and no lags in
the system, the coefficients on contemporaneous values for the vari-
ables are the sole determinants of equilibrium behavior (assuming a
determinate equilibrium). The relative price equation after substi-
tution of the inflation equation and ignoring date t + 1 variables is
given by

xt − pt =
(

1
1 − d3

)
(d1yt + ut). (10)

As the coefficient d3 is increasing in inflation, the variability in
relative prices induced by cost-push shocks is increasing in trend
inflation. This directly implies more-volatile inflation at higher
trend inflation rates from equation (5). (Of course, the behav-
ior of output is important as well, but the simple intuition
holds.)

4.4 Robustness to Alternative Policy Rules

The analysis has held fixed the policy rule. An alternative to a
forward-looking Taylor rule is the Taylor rule with contemporaneous
inflation:

i(t) = γππt + γyyt.
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Figure 6. Equilibrium Determinacy under a
Contemporaneous Taylor Rule

Figure 6 presents the indeterminacy regions for trend inflation rates
of 0 and 4 percent at the baseline parameter values in table 2
using this alternative Taylor rule. While the indeterminacy region
is slightly different, the picture is much the same as that with
the forward-looking rule: trend inflation substantially increases the
parameter space over which indeterminacy and sunspot fluctuations
are a possible concern.

This examination of a slightly different form of the Taylor rule
is only a tiny fraction of the very general set of rules that could
be considered. A growing body of research has emphasized how
different assumptions regarding policy rules can affect equilibrium
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determinacy.10 An analysis of optimal rules under discretion and
commitment by Ascari and Ropele (2004) and Blake and Fernandez-
Corugedo (2006) has been performed for a Calvo sticky-price model
since the initial drafts of this paper circulated. These authors illus-
trate that optimal rules are subject to the same effects as docu-
mented herein for the Taylor rule. While subsequent research may
discover policy rules that perform well in the presence of trend infla-
tion, the results herein remain important given the central role that
Taylor-type rules have played in central bank practice according to
a number of researchers (e.g., Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler 1998, 2000
and Orphanides 2002).

4.5 Empirical Relevance

The analysis has illustrated that the impact of trend inflation on
determinacy and volatility may be apparent at quite moderate lev-
els of inflation, suggesting that equilibrium indeterminacy and the
instability possible from sunspot fluctuations may be a serious con-
cern for moderate trend inflation. This effect may be relevant for
some historical episodes, in light of the different average rates of
inflation witnessed in the G-7 since the 1970s.

It is clear from table 1 (in section 2) that average inflation rates
in the earlier period were well within the range that can lead to
equilibrium indeterminacy or affect macroeconomic volatility from
fundamental shocks. This may suggest that the conclusion of Clar-
ida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000)—that the failure of policymakers to
increase real interest rates in response to increases in expected infla-
tion was a source of aggregate instability in the 1970s—should be
reinterpreted. In fact, moderate-to-high inflation can contribute to
instability under the Taylor-type rules currently in vogue in two
ways—by potentially allowing for sunspot fluctuations and by boost-
ing the volatility of inflation induced by fundamental shocks. Hence,
it may have been the combination of the high level of inflation

10For example, Benhabib, Schmitt-Grohé, and Uribe (2002) and Carlstrom and
Fuerst (2000) present alternative models in which forward-looking policymaking
can lead to indeterminate equilibria; the latter authors emphasize the desirability
of backward-looking policy, while the former authors highlight an important role
for nominal-interest-rate inertia—i.e., a role for lagged interest rates in the policy
rule.
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and the policy actions attempting to stabilize fluctuations around
that high level that contributed to macroeconomic volatility in the
1970s.11

We have focused on instability under monetary rules that have
been suggested as summaries of the behavior of most inflation-
targeting central banks (Black et al. 1997 and Schmidt-Hebbel and
Tapias 2002). A substantial number of such inflation targeters, par-
ticularly in developing countries, pursue targets that are moderate to
high. Lower target inflation rates may contribute to macroeconomic
stability.

5. Conclusion

Evidence across time and countries suggests that moderate-to-high
inflation tends to be less stable, but it has not been clear from pre-
vious work whether this is an intrinsic feature of such regimes. The
analysis herein suggests that moderate-to-high inflation may con-
tribute to instability of inflation in two ways. First, moderate-to-high
inflation makes equilibrium indeterminacy more likely in a standard
New Keynesian model with staggered price setting, raising the pos-
sibility of volatility induced by sunspot fluctuations. In addition, the
variance of inflation induced by cost-push shocks is higher at higher
trend inflation rates (even when the equilibrium is determinate) in
the same model. These findings may provide some of the explana-
tion for the evidence across time and countries on trend inflation
and inflation volatility.

11This result may also be relevant in light of the work of Orphanides (2002),
which finds that the Federal Reserve may have been following a forward-looking
interest rate rule in the 1970s that satisfied the Taylor principle, but relied too
heavily on output-gap estimates that suggested the economy was operating sub-
stantially below potential and hence pursued a policy that was excessively loose.
To the extent such actions can be characterized as a medium-term shift in the
inflation target (a reasonable description, as a persistently large and negative
output-gap estimate inserted into a Taylor rule can be expressed algebraically as
a rule with the correct output-gap estimate and a new, higher inflation target
by simple substitution into equation (8)), Orphanides’ conclusions, in conjunc-
tion with the result herein that moderate-to-high inflation targets can generate
instability, are consistent with the notion that monetary policy contributed to
macroeconomic volatility in the 1970s, as argued for different reasons by Clarida,
Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000).
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Relatedly, these findings may suggest a reinterpretation of the
1970s. Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000) and Orphanides (2002)
have agreed that monetary policy in the United States was well
characterized by a Taylor-type rule at that time, but disagree with
respect to whether the Taylor principle was followed and therefore
whether volatility was increased by sunspot fluctuations. It has been
shown herein that high rates of inflation contribute to the possibil-
ity of sunspot fluctuations and, within the model examined, amplify
the effect of cost-push shocks on macroeconomic volatility. Given
this, the vigorous responses of nominal interest rates to expected
inflation called for by Clarida, Gaĺı, and Gertler (2000) may not
have been sufficient to deliver significantly increased stability in
the 1970s until a commitment to low inflation had been put in
place. This result is also relevant for central banks in countries with
moderate-to-high inflation that have recently adopted (or are consid-
ering for the future) inflation targeting: stability under such regimes
is only possible with low trend inflation rates in the New Keynesian
model.

The analysis herein was kept as simple as possible to convey the
main ideas. Extensions to more fully specified general equilibrium
models may be useful, especially consideration of different assump-
tions regarding labor and product markets on the sensitivity of firms’
price-setting behavior to future conditions. It is also important to
note that the analysis herein assumed that firms’ prices were rigid
for two periods. Some recent work has assumed that firms index their
nominal prices to inflation (e.g., Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans
2005). The main results of this paper do not generalize to that case,
as the effect of inflation on relative prices is key to firms’ increased
sensitivity to future conditions. We do not view such indexation as
a plausible characterization of price setting in the developed coun-
tries considered for several reasons (the first two were offered by
Ascari and Ropele 2004). Survey evidence on price rigidity points to
fixed nominal prices without indexation. Gray (1976) demonstrated
that full indexation is unlikely to be optimal. And empirical findings
such as those in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005)—which
suggest a role for indexation across long samples of U.S. history—
should be interpreted carefully, as their econometric work clearly
mixes data from at least two different periods of trend inflation,
as suggested above, while their theoretical model is a linearized
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approximation of a model around a single rate of trend inflation.
The role of indexation found in some past empirical work may have
reflected failure to account for a time-varying rate of trend inflation,
as suggested in Cogley and Sbordone (2006). Kiley (2007) finds much
greater support for a model without indexation in recent decades.

Finally, there is no evidence that the range of inflation experi-
enced in the United States over the postwar period has been associ-
ated with differences in price rigidity sufficient to affect the analysis
herein, indicating that the mechanisms identified in this study may
be operative in similar economies. But the data suggest that nominal
price rigidities are less important at much higher rates of inflation
(e.g., Kiley 2000).
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